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add new
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Approved items
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GO
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Uses
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Custom keyboard layout

Data element identifying a document
containing a speciﬁcation of a custom
spatial arrangement of keys of an
alphanumeric keyboard.

True, False (True)

GPII

• iso24751 AlphanumericKeyboardLayoutCustom

Custom keyboard layout
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Comments (0)

Unique Identiﬁer (lowerCamelCase name with no spaces)

tip changes depending on type selected >

Term

< notes, unreviewed comments, reviewed comments

help

askToExit

top header ﬁxed >
language translations >

English

Spanish (Español)
delete item

Deﬁnition

Choose whether or not a dialog appears when you exit NVDA that asks whether or not you would like
to exit. When enabled, a dialog will appear when you attempt to exit NVDA asking whether or not you
want to exit.
input ﬁelds have default height, expand as required >

Suggested Interface Label

Add human-readable name for this term
Add additional interface description (optional)

Value Space
Seperate values by commas, or notation describing
the range of acceptable values
combo-box with suggested value spaces, alternatively user can input value >
‘Transformations’ are created from adding another ’value space’ >

Suggested default value

True

< drop-down options generated from value space,
alternatively user can input value

True, False
Add another value space

Uses
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• GPII

• AskToExit (nvda)

• Add another use

+ create alias

bottom bar ﬁxed >

Status: Unreviewed draft (3 Revisions)

save draft

submit for review

< possible actions change depending on account type

read-only interface?
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Unique Identiﬁer

Term
English

help

askToExit
Spanish (Español)

Deﬁnition

Choose whether or not a dialog appears when you exit NVDA that asks whether or not you would like
to exit. When enabled, a dialog will appear when you attempt to exit NVDA asking whether or not you
want to exit.

Suggested Interface Label

Receive warning before exiting the screen reader application

Value Space

Suggested default value

True, False

True

Uses

Aliases

• GPII

• AskToExit (nvda)
+ create alias

edit

Status: Unreviewed draft (3 Revisions)

clicking edit prompts user to sign-in

Comments (0)

Unique Identiﬁer

Term
English

help

askToExit
Spanish (Español)

Deﬁnition

Choose whether or not a dialog appears when you exit NVDA that asks whether or not you would like
to exit. When enabled, a dialog
willto
appear
to exit NVDA asking whether or not you
Login
edit when you attempt
don’t have an account? sign-up
want to exit.

username or email
Suggested Interface Label

password
Receive warning before exiting the screen reader application
login

forgot password?
Value Space

Suggested default value

True, False

True
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• GPII

• AskToExit (nvda)
+ create alias
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